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This book deals with the electric vehicles ,types of electric vehicle, motor, dynamos,
transmission, regenerative braking etc with detailed example of vehicles.It uniquely deals with
the recharging system for electric vehicles so that it never needs charging to external port.It is
studied on basis of Magnetar which has never ending source of energy for which we need
regeneration is more than burning of fuel(battery power) with application in Fusion purpose with
extra dynamo or generator added to motor to recharge it.Dr A.B.Rajib
Hazarika,PhD,FRAS,AESThe Author
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A.B. Rajib Hazarika , PhD ,FRAS , AESAssistant ProfessorDepartment of Mathematics Diphu
Government College, Diphu Assam, India-782462Summary of the bookOn the pattern of
Magnetar with reference to the astrophysical conditions a model of Electric vehicle is studied. As
we know in astrophysical context that magnetars are enormous source of energy, which
provides never ending energy due to self-generating process. Here we have studied the system
on the pattern based study of two different type of models viz. Dynamo(generating) model and
fossil field model(dissipating).In electric vehicle we will put together the Dynamo for generation
and battery for fossil field which dissipates.GO GREEN THE NEED OF AN HOUR•
DIFFERENT ASPECTS WHICH INTEREST YOU ALL1. Electric vehicle2. Self charging
battery system3. Mathematics4. Astronomy & Astrophysics5. Fusion plasma6.
Self balancing fusion plasma with surplus energy for electricity generated7. Self excited
technology for space science and technology such as Rockets and satellitesIt is conceptualized
as followsA supplementary set of motor and alternator is added to the presently existing ICE car
which is joined with the crankshaft with double ridged pulley which already exists. The car
battery gets charged by alternators doubly in half the RC (recharging time) quoted .The battery
gets depleted in one hour but gets recharged in half an hour. Thereby the battery always
remains charged.If similarly we add a supplementary set of motor and dynamo to the Tokomaks
it will always provide surplus power, which in turn is connected to the series of big motor and
generator or dynamo we can generate electricity upto 1000 Gigawatt (GW) or Terra watt
(TW),hence connecting it to electricity grid could make us always energy surplus country.Vehicle-
To-Grid (V2G)Vehicle to Grid (V2G) is a concept in which an EVSE (Electric vehicle surplus
energy) and EV act together to become a distributed energy resource (DER). The emerging
EVSE-EV DER is a new player in the larger DER world of solar PV (photo voltaic) systems, small
wind turbines, stationary storage systems, gas micro-turbines, and other distributed generation
since the EV supplies storage that can load level. A device called an inverter must be installed in
either the EVSE or the EV to convert DC energy from the EV battery into AC that can be
synchronized with the grid. In actual practice the charger and inverter functions would be
integrated into a single bidirectional converter, but the device is commonly referred to as an
inverter. An EVSE-EV DER can discharge energy from the EV battery into the grid in two ways.
The inverter can be located in the EVSE, with only DC power flowing from the EV battery to the
EVSE, which from a utility perspective is like a stationary storage DER with an interchangeable



battery. Alternatively, the inverter could be located on-board the vehicle.Most vehicles are
parked more than they are driven. Unlike conventionally fuelled vehicles, and to their credit,
PEVs offer the potential to help electric companies manage their grid resources. PEVs could
potentially help keep grid voltages and frequencies stable and provide a source of “spinning
reserve” to help meet sudden power demands. A PEV’s batteries are also an ideally suited to
store the excess energy produced by solar and wind power generation technologies.V2G
requires complex interactions between power companies, PEVs and the infrastructure that
supports them. Significant technical challenges in communicationsand load management are
being addressed and the technology exists to realize the potential of V2G applications. The
most significant barrier to realizing the contributions of V2G applications are the absence of the
infrastructure that would provide an incentive for the increased adoption of PEVs and some
resistance of utility companies to use EVs since they do not own them.The Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) is working with automakers and utilities to develop and to demonstrate
an open platform that would integrate PEVs with smart grid technologies. The open platform will
simplify and streamline V2G (Vehicle-to-Grid) communications. The system will allow
automobile manufacturers to offer a customer-friendly interface through which PEV drivers can
more easily participate in utility PEV programs, such as rates for off-peak or nighttime
charging.A Trillion dollar deal for Electric vehicle marketHow Do All-Electric Cars Work?All-
electric vehicles (EVs) have an electric motor instead of an internal combustion engine. The
vehicle uses a large traction battery pack to power the electric motor and must be plugged in to
a charging station or wall outlet to charge. Because it runs on electricity, the vehicle emits no
exhaust from a tailpipe and does not contain the typical liquid fuel components, such as a fuel
pump, fuel line, or fuel tank...Key Components of an All-Electric CarBattery (all-electric
auxiliary): In an electric drive vehicle, the auxiliary battery provides electricity to power vehicle
accessories.Charge port: The charge port allows the vehicle to connect to an external power
supply in order to charge the traction battery pack.DC/DC converter: This device converts
higher-voltage DC power from the traction battery pack to the lower-voltage DC power needed
to run vehicle accessories and recharge the auxiliary battery.Electric traction motor: Using power
from the traction battery pack, this motor drives the vehicle's wheels. Some vehicles use motor
generators that perform both the drive and regeneration functions.Onboard charger: Takes the
incoming AC electricity supplied via the charge port and converts it to DC power for charging the
traction battery. It monitors battery characteristics such as voltage, current, temperature, and
state of charge while charging the pack.Power electronics controller: This unit manages the flow
of electrical energy delivered by the traction battery, controlling the speed of the electric traction
motor and the torque it produces.Thermal system (cooling): This system maintains a proper
operating temperature range of the engine, electric motor, power electronics, and other
components.Traction battery pack: Stores electricity for use by the electric traction
motor.Transmission (electric): The transmission transfers mechanical power from the electric
traction motor to drive the wheels.How does the electric engine work?Electric cars function by



plugging into a charge point and taking electricity from the grid. They store the electricity in
rechargeable batteries that power an electric motor, which turns the wheels. Electric cars
accelerate faster than vehicles with traditional fuel engines – so they feel lighter to drive.How
does charging work?You can charge an electric vehicle by plugging it into a public charging
station or into a home charging unit. There's plenty of charging stations around the UK to stay
fully charged while you're out and about. But to get the best deal for home charging, it's
important to get the right EV electricity tariff, so you can spend less money charging and save
more on your bill.What’s their range like?How far you can travel on a full charge depends on the
vehicle. Each model has a different range, battery size and efficiency. The perfect electric car for
you will be the one you can use for your normal journeys without having to stop and charge up
halfway through. Explore our EV leasing options.What types of electric cars are there?There are
a few different types of electric vehicle (EV). Some run purely on electricity, these are called pure
electric vehicles. And some can also be run on petrol or diesel; these are called hybrid electric
vehicles.Plug-in electric - This means the car runs purely on electricity and gets all their power
when they're plugged in to charge. They don't need petrol or diesel to run so doesn’t produce
any emissions like traditional cars.Plug-in hybrid - These mainly run on electricity but also have a
traditional fuel engine so you can use petrol or diesel too. If you run out of charge, the car will
switch to using fuel. When it's running on fuel, these cars will produce emissions but when
they're running on electricity, they won't. Plug-in hybrids can be plugged in to an electricity
source to recharge their battery.Hybrid-electric - These run mainly on fuel like petrol or diesel but
also have an electric battery too, which is recharged through regenerative breaking? These let
you switch between using your fuel engine and using 'EV' mode at the touch of a button. These
cars cannot be plugged in to an electricity source and rely on petrol or diesel for energy.What
are the inner parts of an EV?EVs have 90% less moving parts that an ICE (Internal Combustion
Engine) car. Here's a breakdown of the parts that keep an EV moving:Electric Engine/Motor -
Provides power to rotate the wheels. It can be DC/AC type; however, AC motors are more
common.Inverter - Converts the electric current in the form of Direct Current (DC) into
Alternating Current (AC)Drive train - EVs have a single-speed transmission which sends power
from the motor to the wheels.Batteries - Store the electricity required to run an EV. The higher
the kW of the battery, the higher the range.Charging - Plug into an outlet or EV charging point to
charge your battery.EV batteries - capacity and kWh explainedKilowatts (kW) are a unit of power
(how much energy a device needs to work). A kilowatt-hour (kWh) is a unit of energy (it shows
how much energy has been used); e.g.a 100 watt light bulb uses 0.1 kilowatts each hour. An
average home consumes 3,100 kWh of energy a year. An electric car consumes an average of
2,000 kWh of energy a year.When breaking in a traditional car, the kinetic energy caused usually
goes to waste. However, in an electric car braking converts and stores thermal energy from
brake pads and tyres' heat friction and reuses it to power the car. This is called regenerative
braking and it's pretty clever!Electric car chargingHow to charge an EV?An electric vehicle can
be charged either by plugging it into a socket or by plugging into a charging unit. There



are plenty of charging stations around the UK to stay fully charged while you're out and about
but not in India. There are three types of chargers:Three pin plug - a standard three-pin plug that
you can connect to any 16 amp socket.Socketed - a charge point where you can connect either
a Type 1 or Type 2 cable.Tethered - a charge point with a cable attached with either a Type 1 or
Type 2 connector.How long does it take to charge and electric car?There are also three EV
charging speeds:Slow - typically rated up to 3kW. Often used to charge overnight or at the
workplace. Charging time: 8-10 hours.Fast - typically rated at either 7Kw or 22kW. Tend to be
installed in car parks, supermarkets, leisure centres and houses with off-street parking. Charging
time: 3-4 hours.Rapid - typically rated from 43 kW. Only compatible with EVs that have rapid
charging capability. Charging time: 30-60 minutes.Charging up in changing seasonsThe weather
affects how much energy your electric car consumes. You have a larger range in summer and
smaller range in winter.Charging on the goDon't forget to download charging station app to find
the nearest charge station when you're out and about.How far can you travel on one full charge?
A EVs range is dependent on the battery size (kWh). The higher the EV battery kWh, more
power, the further you travel. Here are examples of how far some electric cars charge will go:-
range: 125 miles - equivalent to a journey from Bristol to Snowdonia National Park.- range: 250
miles - equivalent to a journey from London to the Lake District.- range: 220 miles - equivalent to
a journey from Edinburgh to BirminghamA new era of travel starts here. Are you ready?How
does an Electric Car WorkCO2 emission freeFrom outside most electric cars look exactly like
fossil fuel-powered cars. An electric car lacks a tailpipe and gas tank, but the overall structure is
basically the same. Under the bonnet, instead of a huge engine all you will see is an electric
motor and its controller. The electric motor needs no oil, no tune-ups, and since there are no
tailpipe emissions, it does not necessitate any smog checks. The electric vehicle power source
is the battery which acts as a "gas tank" and supplies the electric motor with the energy
necessary to move the vehicle. This gives the car acceleration. When the vehicle is idle there is
no electrical current being processed, so energy is not being used up? The controller (discussed
in chapter controller for electric vehicle) acts as a regulator, and controls the amount of power
received from the batteries so the motor (discussed in chapter motor for Electric vehicle) does
not burn out. This battery (discussed in chapter batteries for electric vehicle) powers all of the
electronic devices in the car, just like the battery in a gas-powered car. Everything else in the
electric car is basically the same as its gas-powered equivalent: transmission (discussed in
chapter transmission of electric vehicle), brakes (discussed in chapter regenerative brakes for
electric vehicle), air conditioning, and airbags. Since electric vehicles use an electric motor, the
driver can take advantage of the motor's momentum when pressure is applied on the brakes.
Instead of converting all the potential energy in the motor into heat like a fossil fuel-powered car
does, an electric car uses the forward momentum of the motor to recharge the battery. This
process is called regenerative braking.What are the advantages of having an electric vehicle?
There are many environmental benefits and personal benefits for having an electric car:Most
electric motors can travel up to 150 – 180 km before they need to be chargedNo tail pipe



exhaust means no greenhouse gases such as CO2, NOx and PM10sNo oil consumption means
less reliance on fuelCars can be recharged whenever is convenient to the userMore cost-
effective than regular cars because of long-lasting battery useCheaper to maintain because they
have fewer moving partsCreates less noise pollution because the engine is silentThe above
advantages however, will be part and parcel of Demo EV’s analysis, when comparing electric
vehicles to internal combustion engine.Differences between internal combustion engines,
hybrids and electric vehicles (Evs):To know more, the following websites do give a good idea on
the differences between internal combustion engines and electric vehicles:How Do Battery
Electric Cars Work?Battery electric vehicles, or BEVs, use electricity stored in a battery pack to
power an electric motor and turn the wheels.When depleted, the batteries are recharged using
grid electricity, either from a wall socket or a dedicated charging unit. Since they don’t run on
gasoline or diesel and are powered entirely by electricity, battery electric cars and trucks are
considered “all-electric” vehicles.When driven, BEVs don’t produce tailpipe pollution—they don’t
even have a tailpipe. However, the electricity they use may produce heat-trapping gases and
other pollution at the source of its generation or in the extraction of fossil fuels. The amount of
pollution produced depends on how the electricity is made. In the United States, battery electric
cars charged off the dirtiest coal-dominated grid still produce less pollution than their gasoline-
powered counterparts. BEVs powered by renewable energy sources like wind or solar are
virtually emission-free.Not using gasoline or diesel also means that battery electric cars are
significantly cheaper to fuel than conventional vehicles. Exact comparisons depend on the
vehicle model and fuel prices, but driving a BEV can save drivers over $1000 annually in
gasoline money.20092016Battery electric vehicle featuresLike other electric and hybrid-electric
vehicles, BEVs minimize wasted energy by turning the car off when stopped (“idle off”) and by
charging the battery when braking (“regenerative braking”). Electric motors are also inherently
more energy-efficient than gasoline or diesel engines.Battery electric cars have the added
benefit of home recharging. A 240-volt outlet, similar to those used for clothes dryers, can
charge a vehicle overnight. Fully-charged, most battery electric cars have a driving range of
between 70 to 100 miles, well within the day-to-day range requirements of most Americans,
though some BEVs can go up to 265 miles on a single charge. An increasing number of public
and workplace charging stations provide added charging capacity.More subjectively, many
drivers appreciate the driving experience provided by all-electric cars. Electric motors generate
near-instant torque, or turning-force, while the torque of internal combustion engines increases
in tandem with the engine’s revolutions (RPM). This means that BEVs have extremely fast
acceleration and a “light” or “zippy” feel compared to conventional cars and
trucks.TechnologiesDifferences between battery electric cars and other EVsPlug-in hybrid
electric vehicles have both an electric motor and a conventional gasoline or diesel engine.
Compared to a battery electric vehicle, this extends the total driving range but lowers the all-
electric range. Conventional hybrids, which can’t be plugged in, aren’t considered electric
vehicles. Learn more about how plug-in vehicles workFuel cell electric vehicles convert hydrogen



gas into electricity to power an electric motor and battery. Fuel cell vehicles are a relatively new
technology in passenger vehicles, but have a substantial carbon-cutting role to play alongside
other all-electric vehicles.June 26, 2020June 26, 2020June 25, 2020The difference between a
conventional hybrid electric vehicle, a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV), battery electric
vehicles (BEVs), and fuel cell electric vehicles explored.Some monopoly utilities have found a
way to exploit loopholes in the market rules and state regulation so that they can run expensive
power plants all day long even while lower-cost resources are plentifully available on the open
market.How electric vehicles moveEV’s are like an automatic car. They have a forward and
reverse mode. When you place the vehicle in gear and press on the accelerator pedal these
things happen:Power is converted from the DC battery to AC for the electric motorThe
accelerator pedal sends a signal to the controller which adjusts the vehicle's speed by changing
the frequency of the AC power from the inverter to the motorThe motor connects and turns the
wheels through a cogWhen the brakes are pressed or the car is decelerating, the motor
becomes an alternator and produces power, which is sent back to the batteryAC/DC and electric
carsAC stands for Alternating Current. In AC, the current changes direction at a determined
frequency, like the pendulum on a clock.DC stands for Direct Current. In DC, the current flows in
one direction only, from positive to negative.Battery Electric VehiclesThe key components of a
Battery Electric Vehicle are:Electric motorInverterBatteryBattery chargerControllerCharging
cableElectric motorYou will find electric motors in everything from juicers and toothbrushes,
washing machines and dryers, to robots. They are familiar, reliable and very durable. Electric
vehicle motors use AC power.InverterAn inverter is a device that converts DC power to the AC
power used in an electric vehicle motor. The inverter can change the speed at which the motor
rotates by adjusting the frequency of the alternating current. It can also increase or decrease the
power or torque of the motor by adjusting the amplitude of the signal.BatteryAn electric vehicle
uses a battery to store electrical energy that is ready to use. A battery pack is made up of a
number of cells that are grouped into modules. Once the battery has sufficient energy stored,
the vehicle is ready to use.Battery technology has improved hugely in recent years. Current EV
batteries are lithium based. These have a very low rate of discharge. This means an EV should
not lose charge if it isn't driven for a few days, or even weeks.Battery chargerThe battery charger
converts the AC power available on our electricity network to DC power stored in a battery. It
controls the voltage level of the battery cells by adjusting the rate of charge. It will also monitor
the cell temperatures and control the charge to help keep the battery healthy.ControllerThe
controller is like the brain of a vehicle, managing all of its parameters. It controls the rate of
charge using information from the battery. It also translates pressure on the accelerator pedal to
adjust speed in the motor inverter.Charging cableA charging cable for standard charging is
supplied with and stored in the vehicle. It's used for charging at home or at standard public
charge points. A fast charge point will have its own cable.How to make an electric car?Modifying
a gasoline car into an electric carIt is very simple to convert an ordinary car into an electric car.
You must first know some basics about a gasoline car like the exact position of the engine, gas



tank, and muffler and so on. Here is a simple description of making an electric car.For making an
electric car the following components must be purchased.AC electric motorsElectric
controllerBattery tray12V Lead acid batteriesBattery ChargerMany motors for driving smaller
partsGiven below is a well explained diagram of a car that shows both the physical components
of an electrical as well as gasoline car. The comparison between them is also given.Comparison
- gasoline and electric carSince the components for both the cars are different, they must be
replaced. For this, all the major components like petrol/diesel engine, muffler, catalytic converter,
petrol/diesel tank and also the exhaust pipe must be removed. The clutching mechanism must
also be removed. There should not be any change in the manual transmission, except for its
shifter. For further simplicity the shifter can be replaced with a switch, so that the forward and
backward motion of the car can be controlled automatically. Connect the motor to the
transmission. For controlled working of the AC motor, it must be connected to the controller. A
number of lead acid batteries must be connected to the battery tray, which is correctly installed
to the base of the car. For good driving response the battery must be able to produce at least
300V DC. For this, I would prefer two slots of the battery tray fitted with 25 batteries. For an
ordinary car, the engine vacuum was used to give power to the bakes. In its absence a vacuum
pump must be installed. Since the only driving source is from motors, the other mechanisms like
power steering, water pump and also air conditioner should be connected to separate motors.
Earlier they had driven power from the gasoline engine itself. As a part of maintenance, it is
always better to include a recharger, so that the batteries can be automatically charged. For this,
a 240V outlet is preferred.Electric Car StatisticsDifferent parameters like mileage, speed, and life
define the ability of a car. Here is an average reading of an electric car.The car has a maximum
speed of 80km.The batteries have a life of almost three and a half to four years.All the batteries
included weighs almost 500 kilograms.After a long drive, almost 12KW/h of electricity is needed
to charge the car.When comparing these parameters to an ordinary petrol/diesel car, you will get
a huge difference in the pricing. There is almost 30% difference in the expense for each
kilometre. But, the initial cost for an electric car will be very high. The batteries itself will cost up
to $2000. They will last for a minimum of 25,000 miles.Working of an Electric CarAn electric car
simply consists of three main components – Battery, controller and electric motor.Block Diagram
of an electric carThe base of any car is the battery. As told earlier, the battery used for this car is
very expensive. By using lead acid batteries, the weight of the car increases a lot (>>1000
pounds). As the number of batteries range from 50 to more, they occupy a lot of space as well.
They generate lesser driving powers comparing to gasoline cars. After a long drive, they need at
least ten hours to get recharged completely. Apart from the battery used for the car mechanism,
there is also an additional 12 V battery on board. This is needed to provide power for other
components like wipers, radio, and air conditioner and so on. But the extra expense comes
when you have to recharge the battery. You will need a 300V Dc to 12V DC converter.
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